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To use onstraint te hnology to solve a problem, the solutions to the problem must rst be hara terised, or modelled, by a set
of onstraints that they must satisfy. A signi ant part of the modelling
pro ess an be hara terised as re nement, the pro ess of generating a
on rete, exe utable model from an abstra t spe i ation of the problem. Expert modellers also identify and perform transformations that
an dramati ally redu e the e ort needed to solve the problem by systemati sear h. Through a ase study of modelling a simpli ed version
of the SONET problem, this paper examines the pro esses of re nement
and transformation, and espe ially the intera tion between the two.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Constraint programming is a su essful te hnology for ta kling a wide variety
of ombinatorial problems. To use onstraint te hnology to solve a problem, the
solutions to the problem must rst be hara terised, or modelled, by a set of
onstraints on a set of de ision variables that they must satisfy. A signi ant
part of the modelling pro ess an be hara terised as re nement, the pro ess of
generating a on rete, exe utable model from an abstra t problem spe i ation.
Following [16℄, and the onvention in formal methods, by an abstra t spe i ation of a onstraint problem, we mean simply a representation in whi h the
details (the modelling de isions) have been abstra ted away. Re nement adds
these details to produ e the on rete model (the modelling de isions are made).
There are usually many possible re nements of an abstra t problem spe i ation; identifying the e e tive ones often requires onsiderable expertise.
Expert modellers also identify and perform transformations, whi h are sometimes omplex, that an dramati ally redu e the e ort needed to solve the problem by systemati sear h (see, for example, [25℄). We use the term transformation
to refer parti ularly to operations that hange a model or spe i ation but, unlike
re nement, do not alter the level of abstra tion. Su h transformations in lude
adding onstraints that are implied by other onstraints in the problem, adding
onstraints that eliminate symmetri al solutions to the problem, removing redundant onstraints (i.e., those that yield no extra pruning but add overhead)
and repla ing onstraints with their logi al equivalents.
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Through a ase study of modelling a simpli ed version of the SONET problem [23℄, this paper examines the pro esses of re nement and transformation,
and espe ially the intera tion between the two. Starting with an abstra t spe iation of the problem, we perform re nements and transformations to produ e
seven alternative models. These models are on rete in that they are similar
to the kind that are supported by existing onstraint toolkits. We generate the
models in an expli it and somewhat systemati way; a sytemati manual exploration of the possible models has proved to be an important rst step in our
ongoing work towards formalising and automating the modelling pro ess.
This ase study illustrates the fundamental observation that some transformations operate on a parti ular ( on rete) model of a problem whereas others
are model independent. We refer to these two kinds of transformations as model
transformations and problem transformations. Though a problem transformation orresponds to some transformation on a parti ular model, an advantage of
transforming a problem spe i ation is that the bene ts of the transformation
are inherited by all models. Some transformations an also be performed more
easily at the more abstra t level of the problem spe i ation.
The ase study also shows how a re nement operation an trigger a useful
transformation, thus saving the work of sear hing for the useful operation. In
parti ular, we will see a ase where a re nement operation that introdu es a
matrix into a model an easily re ognise that the matrix has olumn symmetry.
Given the ability to generate alternative models, heuristi s are needed to
guide re nement and transformation towards good models. Towards this goal,
we perform an empiri al analysis of the generated models to begin to form generalisations about the expe ted utility of di erent modelling de isions.

2 Spe ifying the SONET Problem
For illustration, onsider the SONET bre-opti

ommuni ations problem [22℄.

A ommuni ations network has lient nodes and known levels of demand between pairs of nodes. TraÆ an only be routed between two nodes if they are
installed, via an add-drop multiplexer (ADM), on the same SONET ring. Ea h
node may be installed on multiple rings and demand between two nodes may
be split over several rings. The maximum number of rings available is known.
Ea h ring has a apa ity in terms of the volume of traÆ and the number of
nodes that an be installed on it. Obje tive: minimise the number of ADMs.

It suÆ es here to onsider a simpli ed version of the SONET problem, previously onsidered by Smith [23℄, in whi h it is known whi h node pairs must
ommuni ate, but demand levels are ignored. Consider an instan e of the SONET
problem with 5 nodes and 2 rings, where ea h ring is able to a ommodate 4
nodes. Figure 1 depi ts both the demands between nodes and an optimal solution
using only 6 ADMs.
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Demand pairs for and optimal solution of example Simpli ed SONET instan e.

2.1 SA: An Abstra t Problem Spe i ation
This se tion presents an abstra t spe i ation of the Simpli ed SONET problem, whi h, in subsequent se tions, is re ned and transformed to produ e onrete models. The problem must be spe i ed at a level of abstra tion above
that at whi h modelling de isions are made. We use Essen e [12℄, an abstra t
onstraint language whose key feature is that, in addition to the usual atomi
variables (variables whose domains omprise atomi elements), it allows nonatomi variables. In doing so, it builds on the fa ilities available in onstraint
toolkits su h as Ilog Solver and E lipse, whi h have supported set variables for
several years, ESRA [10℄, whi h supports relation variables, and F [17℄, whi h
supports fun tion variables. However, Essen e is unique in that it supports
arbitrarily-nested variable types, su h as set of sets and set of set of tuples.
An instan e of Simpli ed SONET is identi ed by four parameters: nnodes,
nrings the number of nodes and rings; , the uniform node apa ity per ring;
and D, the demand. D is a set of unordered node pairs, fn; n0 g where n and
0
n are nodes that must ommuni ate. The de ision variable must represent an
assignment of nodes to rings; sin e a node an be assigned to multiple rings, we
treat this as a relation, whi h we all rings-nodes, between rings and nodes.
Figure 2 gives SA , an Essen e spe i ation of the Simpli ed SONET problem5 . Here the nodes are represented by N , a range of natural numbers. The
rings are represented by R, a set omprising nrings unnamed elements. The provision of sets of unnamed obje ts is a unique and important feature of Essen e.
It fa ilitates abstra tion in spe i ations by not for ing the elements of a set
to be given arbitrary names that are never used. There is no need to name the
rings, sin e individual rings are not mentioned in the spe i ation.
The obje tive, (1), is to minimise the number of ADMs, represented by the
ardinality of rings-nodes. The apa ity onstraint is imposed by (2) and the
ommuni ation onstraint is imposed by (3). Note that rings-nodes( ; n) is the
proje tion of the rings-nodes relation onto n 2 N , that is frjrings-nodes(r; n)g.
5

Spa e pre ludes a full des ription of Essen e. See [12℄ for details. The simple spe i ation given should be lear from the des ription.
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given
nrings: nat, nnodes: nat, : nat
letting
N be 1..nnodes, R be type (size nrings)
given
D : set of set (size 2) of N
find
rings-nodes: R  N
minimising jrings-nodesj
su h that
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Spe i ation of the simpli ed SONET problem.

3 Transforming the Abstra t Problem Spe i ation
This se tion presents transformations on the abstra t spe i ation of the Simpli ed SONET problem, SA . We begin by deriving and adding two implied onstraints to the spe i ation. The rst imposes a lower bound on the number of
ADMs required for ea h node.
i) From (3), the (separate) proje tion of rings-nodes onto ertain pairs of elements, n; n0 2 N , must result in subsets of R with a non-empty interse tion.
That is, rings-nodes relates fn; n0 g 2 D to at least one ommon ring.
ii) The number of o urren es of n in a pair fn; n0 g 2 D, jfn0 jfn; n0 g 2 Dgj, is
the ardinality of the partner set of n, ea h element of whi h must be related
to at least one ommon ring with n by rings-nodes.
iii) (2) is a apa ity onstraint. It spe i es that the maximum number of nodes
that an be related with a given ring, r, by rings-nodes is at most .
iv) Sin e n must be related to at least one ommon ring with ea h element of
its partner set, this redu es the e e tive apa ity of ea h ring to
1.
v) Simple division now provides a lower bound on the number of ADMs per
node n, equivalently the number of rings on whi h n is installed:

 0
0
jf
n jfn; n g 2 D gj
(4)
 jrings-nodes( ; n)j
8n 2 N :
1
m
l
Hen eforth, we refer to jfn jfn;n1g2Dgj as ADMMin (n). Observe that all
the terms ontained in ADMMin (n) are parameters; hen e, for any given problem instan e, this is a onstant.
The se ond implied onstraint imposes a lower bound on the number of `open'
rings, i.e. those rings with at least one node installed.
0

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

0

From (4), it is simple to derive a minimum total number of ADMs.
Ea h ADM is installed on a ring via rings-nodes.
(2) gives the apa ity, , of ea h ring.
Simple division gives the bound:
P

ADMMin (n)
n2N
 jfr 2 Rjrings-nodes(r; ) 6= ;gj

(5)
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Hen eforth, we refer to

P



n N ADMMin (n) as RingMin . This is also a on2

stant for any given instan e.
We now add three onstraints to exploit dominan e relations. Given an optimisation problem, a partial assignment a dominates another a0 if the utility of
the best extension of a is at least as good as the best extension of a0 . We exploit
dominan es by adding onstraints to pre lude dominated partial assignments.
First, a partial assignment where a node n has more installations than the
ardinality k of its partner set is dominated by an assignment where n has at
most k installations.
i) In the worst ase, every installation of n satis es the demand between n and
just one element of its partner set, as de ned in (ii) above.
ii) Any further installations either repli ate a hannel of ommuni ation, or
provide no ommuni ation (no elements of partner set on the same ring).
iii) Hen e, the maximum number of installations in an optimal solution required
is the ardinality of the partner set:

8 2
n

: jfn0 jfn; n0 g 2 Dgj  jrings-nodes(

N

)j

;n

(6)

Hen eforth, we refer to jfn0 jfn; n0 g 2 Dgj as ADMMax(n). It is also onstant for
any given instan e.
Se ond, a partial assignment where a node n is installed on a ring that
ontains no elements of its partner set is dominated by an assignment where n
is only installed on rings ontaining at least one element of its partner set.
i) To satisfy (3), the interse tion of the proje tion of rings-nodes onto ea h of
a pair of nodes, fn; n0 g 2 D, must be non-empty.
ii) Consider a tuple, hr 2 R; n 2 N i, of rings-nodes. If rings-nodes does not
also relate some n0 2 N with r, where fn; n0 g 2 D, then this tuple does not
satisfy any instan e of (3) and the installation is redundant:
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n N; r

R

rings-nodes(r; n)!jfn02Njfn; n0 g2 D ^ rings-nodes(r; n0 )gj > 0

(7)

Finally, any assignment where the sum of the installations on two non-empty
rings is less than or equal to is dominated by an assignment where the ontents
of the two rings are merged.

8f

r; r

0g  R : (rings-nodes(r; ) 6= ;) ^ (rings-nodes(r0 ; ) 6= ;) !
jrings-nodes(r; )j + jrings-nodes(r0 ; )j >

(8)

4 Re ning the Simpli ed SONET Problem
Re ning the transformed Simpli ed SONET spe i ation prin ipally involves
repla ing the rings-nodes relation variable (whi h is not supported by existing toolkits) with a stru tured olle tion of atomi variables and set variables
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Model
Chara teristi s
SA
Sets and Relations
SB
Matrix
SC
Ring Set Variables
SD
Node Set Variables
SE
Matrix + Ring Set Variables
SF
Matrix + Node Set Variables
SG
Ring Set + Node Set Variables
SH
Matrix + Ring Set Variables + Node Set Variables
Table 1. Simpli ed SONET: Spe i
ation and models.

(whi h are supported by existing toolkits). If the target language into whi h we
are re ning does not support set variables, these ould be re ned into atomi
variables; doing so is not addressed in this paper. We onsider three possibilities
for re ning an arbitrary relation variable, R : A  B :
i) A two-dimensional 0/1 matrix, Rm , indexed by A  B , where Rm [a; b℄=1
indi ates R(a; b), when a 2 A; b 2 B .
ii) A one-dimensional matrix of set variables, BtoAms indexed by A. For ea h
a 2 A, BtoAms [a℄ is fb 2 B jR(a; b)g.
iii) A one-dimensional matrix of set variables, AtoBms indexed by B . For ea h
b 2 B , AtoBms [b℄ is fa 2 AjR(a; b)g.
In the following subse tions, we use ombinations of these three representations to re ne SA to seven di erent CSP models, as summarised in Table 1. SB ,
SC and SD ea h use one of the three, above-listed representations of a relation
variable; the other models ea h use multiple representations hannelled together.
Two models, SB and SH , losely resemble basi models reated by experts in
Operations Resear h [22℄ and Constraint Programming [23℄.

4.1 SB : A Matrix Model
Using rule (i), the rings-nodes relation an be re ned into a two dimensional matrix of 0/1 variables, rings-nodesm , where rings-nodesm [r; n℄ denotes the element
in olumn r and row n. The matrix needs to be indexed by N and R. Sin e N is
the set f1; : : : ; nnodesg it an serve as an index. However, R is an unnamed set,
so it annot serve as an index. We therefore re ne R to the set f1; : : : ; nringsg.
In the Essen e statement of the problem there is no way to refer to parti ular rings, from whi h it follows that the rings are onstrained identi ally. By
naming the rings in SB we introdu ed into the model symmetry among rings. In
parti ular, if an assignment is a solution to a Simpli ed SONET instan e, then
it is still a solution after we ex hange all the nodes installed on any two rings.
For example, if installing nodes f1; 2g and f3; 4g on rings 1 and 2, respe tively,
is a solution, then so is installing nodes f3; 4g and f1; 2g on nodes 1 and 2,
respe tively. Intuitively, the rings are inter hangeable. In SB the rings are the
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values of the olumn index of rings-nodesm , so the olumns of an assignment an
be inter hanged without a e ting whether the assignment is a solution. This is
alled olumn symmetry and, in the general ase, index symmetry [9℄.
This dis ussion illustrates an important observation: re nement an (and
often does) introdu e symmetry into the model it generates|and it does so in a
systemati way that an be hara terised formally. Indeed, the formal re nement
rules presented by Fris h et. al. [12℄ identify the symmetries that they introdu e.
The signi an e of this is that we an avoid the (potentially expensive) pro ess
of trying to dete t these symmetries in the generated model.
On e symmetries are identi ed, there are several alternative methods that
an be used to break them, and thus redu e solution time. One lass of methods,
alled dynami symmetry breaking (e.g. SBDS [15℄), are the symmetry-aware
sear h methods. These sear h methods take a des ription of the symmetries and
use it to dynami ally prune symmetri parts of the sear h spa e. Alternatively,
the model an be transformed by adding symmetry-breaking onstraints that
prune some symmetri al assignments from the sear h spa e. This is the approa h
we take here, the advantage of whi h will be ome apparent later.
Column symmetry an be dealt with e e tively by treating ea h olumn as a
ve tor and onstraining the olumns to be in non-in reasing lexi ographi order
as the olumn index in reases [9℄. Thus, to SB we add the symmetry breaking
onstraint:

(9)
: rings-nodesm [r; ℄ lex rings-nodesm [r + 1; ℄
where rings-nodesm [r; ℄ is olumn r of rings-nodesm , and lex denotes lexi ographi ally greater than or equal to, enfor eable by the GACLex algorithm [11℄.
The nodes N in the Simpli ed SONET problem are not, in general, interhangeable be ause they have di erent demands, as spe i ed by D. However, in
ertain instan es some, or all, of the nodes have identi al demands. If a set of
nodes has identi al demands then the orresponding rows are inter hangeable. In
Figure 1 n1 and n2 have identi al demands, so the rst two rows of an assignment
to rings-nodesm an be inter hanged without a e ting whether the assignment
is a solution. Given su h a set of inter hangeable rows, the symmetry an be
broken by onstraining them to be in non-in reasing lexi ographi order as the
row index in reases. This has been shown to be onsistent with the lexi ographi
ordering onstraints that we imposed on the olumns [9℄. If there are multiple
sets of inter hangeable rows, ea h su h set an be handled in this way.
The previous paragraph shows how ertain symmetries in a model of a parti ular instan e an be handled by adding symmetry-breaking onstraints to the
model. Our main fo us is on building models of problems not instan es, so we do
not dis uss this in detail. However, to handle instan e-spe i symmetries in a
model of a problem, pre onditions must be pla ed on the methods used to break
symmetry. As a problem is instantiated into an instan e, the pre onditions are
tested and symmetry is broken among the obje ts that are symmetri al in the
instan e.
Now that we have dis ussed the re nement of rings-nodes to a matrix, and
the symmetries involved, we ontinue by re ning the onstraints and obje tive

81

r < nrings

8

fun tion. This requires repla ing onstraints on rings-nodes with onstraints on
rings-nodesm . Ea h olumn r of rings-nodesm orresponds to the hara teristi
fun tion for the set of nodes installed on ring r (i.e. rings-nodes(r, )), and
similarly for ea h row n, so re ning (1) and (2) is straightforward:
XX
Minimise(
rings-nodesm [r; n℄)
(10)
r

8 2
r

R

:

2

2

n

2

Rn

X

N

rings-nodesm [r; n℄ 

(11)

N

The demand onstraint requires the interse tion of subsets of N to be nonempty. When using hara teristi fun tions, (3) is easily represented via s alar
produ ts, whi h are the ardinality of the interse tion:

8f

n; n

0g2 D:s alar-produ t(rings-nodes [ ; n℄; rings-nodes [ ; n0 ℄) 6= 0 (12)
m

m

where rings-nodesm [ ; n℄ denotes the nth row of the rings-nodesm matrix. SB
is a basi version of that used in [22℄. Indeed, matrix models in general are a
ommon pattern in onstraint programming [8℄.
As noted above, ea h row (or olumn) of rings-nodesm is equivalent to the
hara teristi fun tion for the proje tion of rings-nodes onto an element of N
(or R). A bound on the ardinality of su h a proje tion is easily enfor ed using
a summation on a row or olumn. Hen e (4) and (7) are re ned to:
X
8n 2 N : ADMMin (n)  rings-nodesm [r; n℄
(13)
r

8 2
n

N; r

2

R

2

R

: rings-nodesm [r; n℄ = 1 !
n0

X

jf

n;n0

rings-nodesm [r; n0 ℄ > 0

g2

(14)

D

Constraint (5) pla es a lower bound on the number of open rings. A ring, r
is open if it has at least one ADM installed on it, whi h in this model means
that olumn r of rings-nodesm has a non-zero sum. So, onstraint (5) ould be
implemented by introdu ing a 0/1 variable for ea h ring to indi ate if it is open.
This is umbersome to impose and it is a weak onstraint be ause it does not
for e any parti ular ring to be open.
A mu h better way of dealing with onstraint (5) is obtained by noti ing
that symmetry-breaking onstraint (9) implies that all the open rings are less
than6 the unopen rings. Thus we an impose the onstraint that ea h of the rst
RingM in
olumns of ringnodesm has a non-zero sum:
X
8 1  r  RingM in
ringnodesm [r; n℄ 6= 0
(15)

2

n

N

Observe that this onstraint, whi h is mu h stronger than merely saying that
at least RingM in rings are open, an be imposed only be ause of the symmetrybreaking onstraint. In general, the hoi e between alternative symmetry-breaking
6

Sin e ea h ring is identi ed by an integer, some rings are \less than" others
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onstraints should onsider the inferred onstraints they enable [13℄. Also note
that this is often a signi ant advantage to using symmetry-breaking onstraints
over dynami symmetry-breaking methods.
Finally, (8) is re ned into model SB straightforwardly, as follows:

8fP 0g 

R
P
rings-nodesm [r0 ; n℄ > 0
rings-nodes
m [r; n℄ > 0 ^
n2N
n2
N
P
! n2N (rings-nodesm [r; n℄ + rings-nodesm [r0 ; n℄) >
r; r

(16)

4.2 SC : A Set Variable (Rings) Model
Using rule (ii), the rings-nodes relation an also be re ned into a one-dimensional
matrix of set variables, nodesOnRingms , indexed by R su h that nodesOnRingms [r℄
ontains the set of nodes installed on r. As in the previous sub-se tion, to serve
as an index R is re ned to the set f1; ::; nringsg.
The obje tive and ring apa ity onstraint are easily stated:
X
Minimise( jnodesOnRingms [r℄j)
(17)

8 2
r

r

R

2

R

: jnodesOnRingms [r℄j 

(18)

The demand onstraint is more diÆ ult to spe ify. It onstrains at least one
of the set variables to ontain parti ular pairs of nodes:
X
8fn; n0g 2 D : (n 2 nodesOnRingms [r℄ ^ n0 2 nodesOnRingms [r℄) > 0 (19)
r

2

R

In the above we have rei ed ea h onjun tion to a 0/1 value and used summation
to express the disjun tion.
The symmetry among the indi es of nodesOnRingms an be broken heaply
(but only partially) by ordering the ardinalities of the sets:

81 

r < nrings

: jnodesOnRingms [r℄j  jnodesOnRingms [r + 1℄j

(20)

Having broken the symmetry in this way, the implied onstraint on the minimum
number of open rings an be re ned simply by disallowing the rst RingMin
elements of nodesOnRingms from being empty:

81  
r

RingM in

: jnodesOnRing[r℄j 6= 0

(21)

The remaining implied onstraint (4) on the minimum number of installations for any node is more awkward sin e it requires that we he k ea h of the
individual rings. Again we use a summation of rei ed element onstraints:
X
8n 2 N : n 2 nodesOnRingms [r℄  ADMMin (n)
(22)
r

2

R

The ADMMax onstraint to exploit dominan e (6) an be stated similarly.
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Of the remaining onstraints to exploit dominan e, nodesOnRingms fa ilitates the expression of the ontent merging onstraint (8) most easily:

8f

r; r

0g  R : jnodesOnRing [r℄j > 0 ^ jnodesOnRing [r0 ℄j > 0 !
jnodesOnRing [r℄j + jnodesOnRing [r0 ℄j > (23)
ms

ms

ms

ms

Finally, we re ne the onstraint that spe i es a node should only be installed
on a ring that ontains at least one element of its partner set (7):
X
(n0 2 nodesOnRing[r℄) > 0 (24)
8n 2 N; r 2 R : n 2 nodesOnRing[r℄ !
n0

jf

n;n0

g2

D

4.3 SD : A Set Variable (Nodes) Model
Using rule (iii), the rings-nodes relation an be re ned into a one-dimensional matrix of set variables ringsWithNodesms , indexed by N su h that ringsWithNodesms [n℄
ontains the set of rings on whi h n is installed. Sin e R is an unnamed set it
annot provide the domain elements for the set variables. On e again, therefore,
it is re ned to the set f1; ::; nringsg.
Given ringsWithNodems , the obje tive is re ned as follows:
X
Minimise(
jringsWithNodems [n℄j)
(25)

2

n

N

The demand onstraints are also easily stated:

8f

n; n

0g 2 D : jringsWithNode [n℄ \ ringsWithNode [n0 ℄j  1
ms

ms

(26)

However, sin e the ring apa ity onstraints involve all the node onstraints we
again make use of rei ation:
X
8r 2 R : r 2 ringsWithNodems [n℄ > 0
(27)

2

n

N

The symmetry among the values of ringsWithNodems an be broken partially
by insisting that the rst node, n, with a non-empty partner set is installed on
the rst ring:
1 2 ringsWithNodems [n℄

(28)

Hen e, the implied onstraint on the minimum number of open rings (5) is re ned
by ensuring that the rst RingMin rings appear in at least one of the sets in
ringsWithNodems :
X
81  r  RingM in : r 2 ringsWithNode[n℄ 6= 0
(29)

2

n

N

The implied onstraint on the minimum number of installations per node (4)
is easily stated on the node set variables:
X
8n 2 N : ADMMin (n)  jringsWithNodems [n℄j
(30)

2

n

N
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Again, the ADMMax onstraint (6) is spe i ed similarly.
The remaining onstraints to exploit dominan es, i.e. that a node should only
be installed on a ring that ontains at least one element of its partner set (7)
and the ontent merging onstraint (8), are re ned as follows:
X
8n 2 N; r 2 R : r 2 ringsWithNode[n℄ ! (r 2 ringsWithNode[n0 ℄) > 0(31)
n0

jf

n;n0

g2

D

X
X
8fr; r0gR :( r2ringsWithNode[n℄ > 0)^( r02ringsWithNode[n℄ > 0)

2

n

!

N

X

2

n

2

n

N

(r 2 ringsWithNode[n℄ + r0 2 ringsWithNode[n℄) > (32)

N

4.4 SE : A Matrix and Set Variable (Rings) Model
To maintain onsisten y between rings-nodesm and nodesOnRingms , the following hannelling onstraint is used:

8 2
r

R

:

n

2 nodesOnRing

[ ℄ $ rings-nodesm [r; n℄ = 1

ms r

(33)

The obje tive an be stated on either rings-nodesm (10) or nodesOnRingms
(17). We will explore both alternatives. Symmetry breaking is performed on
rings-nodesm as in model SB (9), sin e this s heme breaks all symmetry whereas
the ordering on the ardinalities used in model SC (20) does not. Also from
model SB we take the demand onstraint (12), the ADMMin (13) and ADMMax
onstraints, and the onstraint that spe i es that a node should only be installed
on a ring with at least one of its partners (14). From model SC we take the ring
apa ity onstraints (18), the onstraint on the minimum number of open rings
(21), and the ontent merging onstraint (23).

4.5 SF : A Matrix and Set Variable (Nodes) Model
To maintain onsisten y between rings-nodesm and ringsWithNodems , the following hannelling onstraint is used:

8 2
n

N

:

r

2 ringsWithNode

[ ℄ $ rings-nodesm [r; n℄ = 1

ms n

(34)

The obje tive an be stated on either rings-nodesm (10) or ringsWithNodems
(25). Again, we will explore both alternatives. As in models, SB and SE , we
perform omplete symmetry breaking via rings-nodesm (9). From model SB we
take the ring apa ity onstraint (11), the onstraint on the minimum number
of open rings (15), the onstraint that a node should only be installed on a ring
ontaining at least one of its partners (14), and the ontent merging onstraint
(16). From model SD we take the demand onstraint (26), and the ADMMin
(30) and ADMMax onstraints.
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4.6 SG : A Dual Set Variable Model
To maintain onsisten y between nodesOnRingms and ringsWithNodems , the
following hannelling onstraint is used:

8 2
n

N; r

2

R

: n 2 nodesOnRingms [r℄ $ r 2 ringsWithNodems [n℄

(35)

The obje tive an be stated on either nodesOnRingms (17) or ringsWithNodems
(25). Again, we will explore both alternatives. Symmetry breaking is performed
on nodesOnRingms , as in model SC (20). Also from model SC we take the ring
apa ity onstraint (18), the onstraint on the minimum number of open rings
(21), the onstraint that spe i es that a node should only be installed on a ring
with at least one of its partners (24), and the ontent merging onstraint (23).
From model SD we take the demand onstraint (26), and the ADMMin (30) and
ADMMax onstraints.

4.7 SH : A Matrix and Set Variable (both Rings and Nodes) Model
Although only two hannelling onstraints are suÆ ient to maintain onsisten y
among the 0/1 matrix and the two matri es of set variables, we use the three
hannelling onstraints from models SE (33), SF (34) and SG (35). The obje tive
an be stated easily on any of the three models. We will explore all three alternatives. Symmetry is broken ompletely on rings-nodesms as des ribed in model
SB (9). Also from model SB we take the onstraint that a node should only be
installed on a ring ontaining at least one of its partners (24). From model SC we
take the ring apa ity onstraint (18), the minimum number of open rings (21),
and the ontent merging onstraint (23). From model SD we take the demand
onstraint (26), and the ADMMin (30) and ADMMax onstraints.

5 Model Sele tion
As we have shown in introdu ing ea h of the models SB to SH , onstraints
may be more or less diÆ ult to express, depending on the variables in luded in
the model. However, whi h model is best in solving time, given some standard
onstraint solver, is hard to determine. In some ases, it is possible to show
that one model is stronger than another, irrespe tive of ertain aspe ts of the
solution pro edure. Re ently, for example, alternative models of permutation
and inje tion problems have been studied in the ontext of a range of onstraint
propagation algorithms [18℄. In many ases, however, empiri al tests are needed
to develop guidelines for making informed model hoi es. In this se tion, we
ontribute to this goal of pattern eli itation by performing an empiri al analysis
of our models of the Simpli ed Sonet problem. Despite the small s ale of this
study, the trends are strong and immediately apparent.
There are a number of issues to onsider in designing our experiment. First,
introdu ing new variables an introdu e a hoi e of sear h variables. For instan e, in model SE , we an sear h either on the matrix variables rings-nodesm
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h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h

Model

s2ring1 s2ring2 s2ring3 s2ring4 s2ring5 s2ring6 s2ring7 s2ring8 s2ring9
10001 41849
>
>
>
>
>
>
>512127 >506400
78181 239662
2597
15912
103778 225852

i 25411 27063 20032 7938 24097 9625 8460
i 514125 514798 468358 492184 518559 495359 441107
i 12744 374983 63892 16771 48955 400641 25311
i 7971 5421 4765 1583 8601 2491 1394
i 68395 199656 87765 36343 134385 140771 15301
i 112
165
73
21
356
193
39
i 1407 17303 3804 2525 2758 27920 2702
i 378482 675023 636147 634169 663635 614991 256194
i 20629
546177 67994 56995 98936
642237 51673
i 112
165
73
21
356
193
39
i 12876 217440 23569 20472 84782 87275 10559
i 1407 17303 3804 2525 2758 27920 2702

B; M; M
C; R; R

D; N; N

E; M; R
E; R; R

F; M; N
F; N; N

G; R; N

>

G; N; N

>

>

>

>

>

>

H; M; N
H; R; N

H; N; N

Table 2.

h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h

Model

C; R; R

D; N; N

E; M; R
E; R; R

s2ring1 s2ring2 s2ring3 s2ring4
2.78 2.29 0.86
>
>160
>160
>160
158.37 32.44 7.64
0.88 0.79 0.26
39.43 18.74 7.47

F; M; N
F; N; N

188

1136

70

188

1136

70

6218
4329
1387
>688584 >668940 >461035
78982 229565 41031
145915 52622
6218
4329

7572
1387

Experimental results on 10 instan es of Simpli ed Sonet ( hoi es).

i 2.49
i 160
i 6.7
i 1.22
i 14.76
i 0.03
i 0.25
i 92.13
i 6.47
i 0.05
i 3.06
i 0.47

B; M; M

s2ring10
9428
>513793
15680
3761
41991

G; R; N

G; N; N

H; M; N
H; R; N

H; N; N

Table 3.

0.04

2.29
>160
>160
0.07
46.86
4.32

0.03

0.6
>160
22.37
0.05
5.81
1.23

0.02

0.39
>160
15.86
0.03
4.29
0.75

s2ring5 s2ring6 s2ring7 s2ring8
2.41 1.03 0.97 1.08
>160
>160
132.44 >160
24.32 160.02 13.5 33.26
1.44 0.42 0.25 0.47
27.05 29.11 3.22 18.95

s2ring9 s2ring10
4.2
1.05
>160
>160
115.96 8
2.7
0.65
44.76 9.47

0.08

0.19

0.43
>160
24.34
0.13
16.43
0.73

0.04

3.45
>160
>160
0.07
18.6
6.2

0.02

0.44
60.95
15.3
0.03
2.33
0.87

0.04

0.82
>160
18.03
0.07
27.54
1.45

0.71
>160
79.66
0.38
11.87
1.37

0.03

0.24
160
11.75
0.04
1.94
0.41

>

Experimental results on 10 instan es of Simpli ed Sonet (time).

or on the ring set variables nodesOnRingms . Se ond, having hosen the sear h
variables, we need to de ide the order in whi h to assign the variables (either
stati ally or dynami ally). It is well known that the hoi e of variable ordering
an dramati ally a e t the sear h e ort required to solve a CSP. However, we
an only ompare the performan e of the models presented to a limited extent.
For instan e, we ould ompare models SB , SE and SF using the matrix variables as sear h variables and the same variable ordering in ea h ase. This would
show whether being able to express some of the onstraints more easily using
set variables has any e e t on performan e. The results would not, however,
ne essarily re e t the best known performan e for these models, still less what
the best performan e for ea h model might be with the ideal ordering heuristi .
Ea h of our models is des ribed by a triple hBasi M odel, Bran hingS trategy ,
Obj e tiveE xpressioni. Basi M odel 2 fB; C; D; E ; F; G; H g orresponds to the
models SB - SH . We onsidered Bran hingS trategy 2 fM; N; Rg where M
stands for using the matrix variables as sear h variables, N for using the node set
variables, and R for the using the ring set variables. Finally, Obj e tiveE xpression 2
fM; N; Rg, where M stands for expressing the obje tive fun tion using the matrix variables (10), N stands for using the node set variables (17), and R for the
ring set variables (25). We tested the 24 onsistent ombinations of these three
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hoi es on 10 instan es (from [23℄) using a 750Mhz 128Mb Pentium III and Ilog
Solver 5.3 (Windows version).
Tables 2 and 3 present the number of hoi e points and time taken within a
160 se onds time limit. For brevity, given a subset of models that are identi al
apart from the obje tive fun tion, we only show the results for the model with
the most e e tive expression of the obje tive. For instan e, we do not show the
results for model hE ; M; M i, sin e hE ; M; Ri is onsistently more e e tive.
This lter immediately reveals a general observation: in these tests it was
always more e e tive to express the obje tive via the ardinality of the set variables. This is be ause of an intera tion with the RingMin onstraint (5) in the
ase of the ring set variables, and with the ADMMin onstraint (4) in the ase
of the node set variables. Consider rings-nodesm for a small instan e:
1
2
31
0
=
1
0
=
1
0
=
1
1
node2  0=1
0=1
0=1 A
node3
0=1
0=1
0=1
Assume that all nodes need to be installed at least on e, and that all three
rings must be open. These onstraints an be imposed as sums on the rows and
olumns of rings-nodesm . Propagating these onstraints results in no domain
pruning initially. Consider the sear h for a solution with less than 3 installations.
Sin e all elements of rings-nodesm an still be set to 0, sear h is ne essary to
determine that this is not possible.
Consider now expressing the RingMin onstraint and the obje tive on the
nodesOnRingms matrix. The lower bound on the ardinality of ea h ring is one.
Hen e, the sum of the ardinalities is at least 3 and the sear h fails immediately.
Expressing the ADMMin onstraint and the obje tive on ringsWithNodems gives
a similar result. The key observation is that the bounds dire tly tighten the
domain of a variable (the hidden ardinality variable asso iated with ea h set
variable). Sin e these same variables are used to express the obje tive, any tightening of the bounds has a dire t e e t on the bound on the obje tive. This is
not the ase for the sum onstraints on rings-nodesm . Sin e the ADMMin onstraint gives a tighter bound on the ardinality variables than RingMin, this also
explains why expressing the obje tive on ringsWithNodems is the most e e tive
hoi e in these experiments.
A se ond observation is that it is most e e tive to bran h on rings-nodesm .
This is probably due to the fa t that assigning a single 0/1 variable is less
of a ommitment than assigning a whole set at on e. Hen e, the ulprit at a
dead end is more readily apparent. These two observations together explain the
performan e of hF; M; N i as the best model. Model hH; M; N i explores the same
sear h tree, but in urs an overhead for maintaining nodesOnRingms .
node

0

ring

ring

ring

6 Related Work in Modelling and Transformation
Several re ent e orts fo us on automating re nement. Hni h [17℄ shows how to
automati ally re ne spe i ations in F and Fris h et. al. [12℄ show how to re ne
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spe i ations in Essen e. Both of these re nement systems generate a set of
alternative models, in luding models with multiple, hannelled representations,
but neither provides a me hanism for hoosing among the alternatives. The
initial implementation of Relational ESRA, whi h is under development, will
re ne spe i ations to a single onstraint model in whi h relation variables are
always re ned to 0/1 matri es (as in SB ) [10℄.
Our work is also motivated by experien e with the CGrass (Constraint
Generation And Symmetry-breaking [14℄) system. CGrass automati ally transforms onstraint models of problem instan es in order to make them easier to
solve. However, sin e CGrass transforms individual instan es, mu h e ort is
repeated if one wants to solve multiple instan es of a problem. Furthermore,
the instan e spe i ations that CGrass transforms are non-s hemati ; instead
of using universal quanti ers to impli itly state a set of onstraints, the set is
expli itly stated. For some problem instan es this results in very large spe i ations, whi h, in turn, require many appli ations of the transforation rules. This
is why we fo us on s hemati problem spe i ations in this paper.
There are several other methods to aid in onstraint modelling, whi h we
brie y survey. Lauriere [19℄ introdu ed a modelling language alled ALICE to
formally state a problem. The language is hara terised by the use of sets, set operators, Cartesian produ t of sets, ve tors, matri es, graphs and paths, onstants,
and fun tions. The language NP-SPEC is a logi -based exe utable spe i ation
language [7, 6℄, whi h allows the user to spe ify problems by using metapredi ates
(subset, partition, permutation, and intfun ). REFINE is a fun tional language
for spe ifying global sear h problems for a program synthesizer [24℄. The REFINE language augments a fun tional programming language with three type
onstru tors, namely set, sequen e, and map, as well as their operations.
Tsang et al. had two proje ts related to ours. The adaptive onstraint satisfa tion proje t [1{3℄ aimed at systemati ally mapping problems, in a dynami
manner, to algorithms and heuristi s. The omputer-aided onstraint programming proje t [4, 21℄ aimed at building a system that en apsulates the entire
pro ess of applying CP te hnology to problems.

7 Con lusions
We have onsidered the transformation of onstraint satisfa tion problems and
shown that we an and should transform problems at various levels of abstra tion. Re nement is a pro ess of progressively moving to more on rete models;
me hanisms for dealing with some ommon modelling problems, su h as symmetry, an be embedded into re nement rules.

7.1 General Lessons and Future Work
The Simpli ed SONET problem illustrates how integrating transformation and
re nement ould work in general: an abstra t problem spe i ation in the Essen e
language was transformed by adding implied and other onstraints. The result
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was re ned into seven alternative models. In addition, we showed how the re nement pro ess ould trigger further useful transformations: in this ase, breaking
the symmetries that it introdu es into the model.
Our immediate goal is to formalise fully the transformations we use. Furthermore, we wish to ombine theoreti al analysis with the lessons learnt from
empiri al analyses, like the one performed on the Simpli ed SONET problem
herein, to evaluate models stati ally, and therefore be more sele tive about the
models produ ed during re nement.
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